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Interconnect Performance Estimation Models for
Design Planning
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Abstract—This paper presents a set of interconnect perfor-
mance estimation models for design planning with consideration
of various effective interconnect layout optimization techniques,
including optimal wire sizing, simultaneous driver and wire
sizing, and simultaneous buffer insertion/sizing and wire sizing.
These models are extremely efficient, yet provide high degree of
accuracy. They have been tested on a wide range of parameters
and shown to have over 90% accuracy on average compared to
running best-available interconnect layout optimization algo-
rithms directly. As a result, these fast yet accurate models can
be used efficiently during high-level design space exploration,
interconnect-driven design planning/synthesis, and timing-driven
placement to ensure design convergence for deep submicrometer
designs.

Index Terms—Buffer insertion and sizing, design planning,
driver sizing, interconnect estimation, wire sizing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S THE very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits are
scaled into nanometer dimensions and operate in giga-

hertz frequencies, interconnect design and optimization have
become critical in determining system performance, cost,
and reliability. In recent years, many effective interconnect
optimization techniques have been proposed for interconnect
performance optimization, including wire sizing [1]–[6], device
sizing [7]–[9], buffer/repeater insertion [8], [10]–[12], and
various combinations of these techniques, such as simultaneous
device and wire sizing [13]–[15], simultaneous buffer inser-
tion/sizing and wire sizing (BISWS) [16]–[18] (see [19] and
[20] for comprehensive survey/tutorial). It was shown in [21]
that applying the optimization technique of simultaneous driver
sizing, buffer insertion/sizing, and wire sizing can significantly
reduce the global interconnect delay (of a 2-cm line) by a factor
of five to six times when compared to using nominal wire width
in the 0.07- m technology generation from [22].

Given such a great impact of interconnect layout opti-
mization on the interconnect performance and, thus, on the
overall chip performance, it is obvious that interconnect layout
optimization must be considered properly at each design stage.
However, in the current VLSI design flow, most interconnect
layout optimization is performed at late stages such as global
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routing or even postlayout phases. Consequently, accurate
interconnect performance information, especially that of global
interconnects, is not known to higher level synthesis and design
planning tools. Since interconnect optimization will improve
interconnect delay significantly, it is unlikely for synthesis
and design planning tools to make correct decisions without
proper modeling of the delays foroptimized interconnects.
Meanwhile, to make sure that the optimized interconnects
are realizable at the layout level, proper area estimation of
optimized interconnects is also needed beforehand at high level
planning stages to ensure the overall design convergence.

A brute-force integration that runs existing interconnect op-
timization algorithms directly at the synthesis and design plan-
ning levels is not practical in designing complex deep submi-
crometer (DSM) circuits due to the following reasons.

1) Inefficiency: existing interconnect optimization algo-
rithms use either iterativelocal refinementoperations
(e.g., [1] and [14]),dynamic programmingapproaches
(e.g., [7] and [10]), ormathematical programmingfor-
mulation (e.g., [6] and [18]). Although they are usually
in polynomial time complexity and efficient to optimize
interconnects associated with afixed floorplan/place-
ment, running these algorithmsrepeatedlyover tens of
thousands of global nets for each of thousands to millions
of possible synthesis, floorplan, or placement solutions
would be very costly during early evaluation stages;

2) Lack of abstraction: to make use of those optimization
programs, a lot of detailed information is needed, such
as the granularity of wire segmentation, number of wire
widths and buffer sizes, and so on. However, such in-
formation may not be available at early design planning
stages;

3) Difficulty to directly integrate high-level design planning
tools with interconnect optimization engines due to dif-
ferent levels of data abstraction.

To deal with these problems, we develop in this work a set of
fast and accurate interconnect performance estimation models
(IPEMs), with consideration of widely used interconnect layout
optimization techniques, such as optimal wire sizing (OWS), si-
multaneous driver and wire sizing (SDWS), and BISWS. Once
the design planning and/or synthesis tools generate a floorplan
or placement configuration, IPEM can be used to obtain op-
timal (or near-optimal) interconnect delay and area information
withoutgoing through the actual detailed interconnect optimiza-
tion process. Note that most previous layout-driven synthesis
works, such as [23] and [24], used oversimplified interconnect
delay models that assume the interconnect delay be quadrat-
ically proportional to wire length without considering the in-
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Fig. 1. Problem formulation for a two-pin net with wire lengthl and loading
capacitanceC .

terconnect optimization. Such a quadratic delay model (based
on some nominal wire width) can be several times larger than
the final optimized delay [20], [21] and is no longer accurate to
guide synthesis and design planning tools in DSM designs. Our
estimation models developed in this paper effectively overcome
all of the aforementioned difficulties.

1) They are very efficient (constant runtime in practice).
2) They provide high-level abstraction,explicit relationship

of interconnect performance with key design parameters,
and high accuracy. Thus proper and accurate decision can
be made at high-level design planning for interconnect
design.

3) They can be easily embedded into any synthesis and de-
sign planning tool, due to the simplicity of the models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II states
the problem formulation and the parameters. Section III presents
the IPEMs for two-pin nets. Section IV studies the IPEMs for
multiple-pin nets, with one or multiple critical sinks (MCSs).
These estimation models are validated by running detailed inter-
connect optimization algorithms from UCLA Tree-Repeater-In-
terconnect-Optimization (TRIO) package [20], [25]. The con-
clusion follows in Section V. Part of the preliminary results
of this work were presented in [26]–[28]. A prototype soft-
ware package based on this work has been developed. Interested
readers can download it from [29].

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES

The objective of this study is to model the optimized in-
terconnect performance (such as optimized interconnect delay
and wiring area) under various interconnect optimizations in
a simple, efficient, yet accurate manner. Both two- and mul-
tiple-pin nets are considered.

A. Two-Pin Nets

Fig. 1 shows a two-pin interconnect wire of lengthdriven by
a gate and with loading capacitance . The input waveform
to is generated by a nominal gate , which is connected to
a voltage supply. The delay to be optimized is the overall delay
from the input of to the sink, while the delay to be measured
and estimated is the stage delay from the input ofto , de-
noted as . The input stage delay is included so that
it acts as a constraint not to overly sizeduring the intercon-
nect optimization (e.g., driver sizing). Our goal is to develop
simple closed-form formula and/or procedure to efficiently es-
timate with consideration of various interconnect
optimization techniques such as OWS, SDWS, and BISWS.

Fig. 2. Problem formulation for a multiple-pin net with tree topology. There
aren sinksS ; S ; . . . ; S , where each sinkS has loading capacitanceC .

B. Multiple-Pin Nets

For multiple-pin nets, the IPEM problem takes a routing tree
as input. The routing tree can be given by a user or obtained
using existing topology generation algorithms such as A-tree
[30] or P-tree [31]. Fig. 2 shows a multiple-pin net with driver

and a set of sinks , where each sink has
loading capacitance . In our study, we consider the following
two performance-driven optimization objectives: (i) minimizing
the delay from source to a give critical sink, (ii) minimizing the
maximum delay to all critical sinks (i.e., thetree delayas defined
in [2]). Other objectives (such as weighted delay) are possible,
but are not in the scope of this study.

C. Interconnect and Device Modeling

During interconnect optimizations, a long wire may be di-
vided into a number of wire segments for wire-sizing and buffer-
insertion purpose. To calculate delay, each wire segment is mod-
eled by a -type resistance–capacitance (RC) circuit and each
buffer is modeled as a switch-levelRC circuit [20]. The well-
known Elmore delay model [32], [33] is used to guide the delay
optimization and estimation. Note that although Elmore delay
model is not very accurate in DSM design, especially for delay
calculation of near-source nodes due to the resistive shielding
[34], it is still a proper metric for our delay estimation purpose
to provide guidance to high-level design planning.1

The following parameters are used by our estimation models.
Minimum wire width in m.
Minimum wire spacing in m.
Sheet resistance in .
Unit area capacitance in fF/m .
Unit effective-fringing capacitance in fF/m, de-
fined to be the sum of fringing and coupling capac-
itances, as introduced in [35].
Intrinsic gate delay in ps.
Input capacitance of a minimum-sized gate in fF.
Output resistance of a minimum-sized gate in k.

We derive these parameters from [22]. Their values are listed in
Table I. For capacitance extraction, we use a 2.5 D capacitance
extraction methodology reported in [36], which uses a three-
dimensional field solver to generate accurate capacitance values
for interpolation and extrapolation.

1At high-level design and planning, other sources of errors, such as estimation
of interconnect coupling capacitance due to unknown neighborhood structures,
could easily outweigh the inaccuracy from the Elmore delay model.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS BASED ON NTRS’97

III. I NTERCONNECTPERFORMANCEESTIMATION MODELS FOR

TWO-PIN NETS

In this section, we focus on interconnect performance (in-
cluding delay and area) estimation models for two-pin nets,
which are the majority of nets in a circuit (e.g., in applica-
tion-specific integrated circuit designs, about 60%–70% of nets
are two-pin nets [37]). The estimation models for two-pin nets
in this section will also serve as a basis for developing IPEMs
for multiple-pin nets in Section IV.

A. IPEM for OWS on Two-Pin Nets

It was first shown in [1] and [30] that when wire resistance be-
comes significant, as in DSM designs, proper wire sizing can ef-
fectively reduce the interconnect delay. Assuming that each wire
has a set of discrete wire widths, their work presented an optimal
discrete wire-sizing (DWS) algorithm for a single-sourceRCin-
terconnect tree to minimize the weighted delay to all timing-
critical sinks. It was later extended to optimize a routing tree
with multiple sources [4] and to minimize the maximum delay
using Lagrangian relaxation [38]. An alternative approach to
perform wire-sizing optimization is through bottom-up dynamic
programming [16] and it can be combined easily with routing
tree construction and buffer insertion [17]. Later on, optimal
continuous wire shaping (CWS) for a wire segment was studied.
Closed-form wire-shaping functions were obtained to minimize
the Elmore delay, first without fringing capacitance [3], [39],
then with fringing capacitance [5], [40], and later to a bidirec-
tional wire [41].

It is interesting to observe that one does not have to use very
fine granularity of wire-width choice and/or segmentation for
discrete wire sizing to obtain the theoretical optimal delay from
the CWS. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of their comparison
using a typical driver-loading pair. For the discrete case DWS,
the first number in the parentheses is the maximum allowable
wire width in unit of and the second number is the number
of wire choices. For example, has width choices
from to , with the increment to be . The
wire is segmented in every 10m. We can see that for all DWS
cases, they achieve almost the same delay as CWS, which is
the theoretical lower bound. So from now on, we only use the
generic name of OWS.

1) Delay Estimation for OWS:For OWS, the size of driver
in Fig. 1 is fixed. Let be the delay under OWS

for an interconnect with driver resistance and loading ca-

Fig. 3. Comparison of delay optimization using continuous and discrete wire
sizings using different driving and loadings for 0.18-�m technology.R =

r =100; C = 100� c .

Fig. 4. Euler’s Lambert function.

pacitance . Under given technology, the interconnect param-
eters of and are fixed and, thus, are not included in the

notation.
In [3], an exponential wire tapering function was obtained

to minimize Elmore delay, but with consideration of only area
capacitance (that is, ). The optimal delay under

is then

(1)

where , , and is
Euler’s Lambert function [5] defined to be the value ofthat
satisfies . function is shown in Fig. 4. Notice that
for to be valid, must be larger or equal to . From

, we have .
However, in DSM designs, the fringing and coupling capac-

itances often dominate the area capacitance and they should be
taken into account. In [5], an optimal wire-shaping function with
consideration of fringing capacitance was obtained, but it is in
a complex formula that needs to solve some complicated non-
linear equations numerically. Computing the optimal delay will
be an even harder task. We start from (1) and add the key adjust-
ment terms due to the fringing capacitance by extensive analyt-
ical and numerical studies on the wire-shaping function in [5],
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then obtain the following simple closed-form delay estimation
model for OWS:

(2)

One can easily verify that when , (2) degenerates into
(1). In the following, we will show that the general formula of

in (2) is a convex function of length. A function is
convex if and only if . From the characteristics of
function, we have the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1: Let . Then, is a
convex function.

Proof: Take the differential of with respect to

Then

since when . Therefore, is a convex
function.

Lemma 2: Let . Then, is
a convex function.

Proof: Take the differential of with respect to

Then

Therefore, is a convex function.
Theorem 1: is a subquadratic convex function of the

interconnect length.

Proof: It is obvious that is subquadratic, since all the
terms and are subquadratic. From
Lemmas 1 and 2, we can easily show that . So, we
have the above theorem.

Note that interconnect delay under uniform wire width (i.e.,
no OWS) is a quadratic function of wire length. The convexity
of will be useful to guide optimal buffer insertion and wire
sizing (BIWS) estimation in Section III-C.

2) Area Estimation for OWS:For DSM designs, wiring area
estimation shall also be needed so that adequate routing re-
source will be allocated at prerouting stages to make sure that
the planned wire-sizing optimization will be realizable at the
routing stage. To estimate the average wire width for OWS, we
first compute thesinglebest width using uniform wire sizing
[28]. The Elmore delay using uniform wire width for the
two-pin net in Fig. 1 is

(3)

Thus, the best wire width to minimize is

(4)

We find that the above simple formula can be used to estimate
the average wire width from OWS surprisingly well. This is
because OWS tapering is usually wider thannear the source,
yet narrower than near the sink. Overall, the average wire
width of OWS is still close to . So the total wiring area using
OWS optimization can be estimated by

(5)

The above formula intuitively tells us how an OWS solution
shall be under different driver/load and interconnect parameters.
For example, we have the following.

1) A stronger driver (i.e., smaller ) or a larger loading ca-
pacitance will lead to a larger optimal wire width.
It confirms the driver/loading sizing and wire sizing rela-
tionships in [13], [42].

2) A larger effective-fringing capacitance coefficientwill
lead to a larger optimal wire width, which confirms the
effective-fringing property in [35].

3) A larger sheet resistancewill lead to a larger optimal
wire width and a larger will result in a smaller optimal
wire width.

3) Model Validation for OWS:We have tested our
closed-form delay and area estimation models under OWS on
a wide range of parameters. They match those from running
TRIO package under OWS optimization very well, with more
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of (a) delay and (b) average wire width from our
estimation model with TRIO for OWS optimization under the 0.18-�m
technology, withR = r =100; C = c � 100. TRIO uses wire-width set
fW ; 2W ; . . . ; 20W g and 10-�m-long segments.

than 90% accuracy in general. The OWS algorithm in TRIO
is based on the iterativelocal refinement[1] operation, which
is essentially a greedy algorithm that optimally sizes one
wire segment at a time. A speed-up technique calledbundled
refinement[4] is also used in TRIO, which only divides a long
wire into some smaller wire segments (for finer wire-sizing
granularity) when necessary. In practice, the lower and upper
bounds from the bundled refinement procedure usually meet.
When they do not meet, a bottom-up dynamic programming
algorithm is used to compute the optimal wire-sizing solution
between the lower and upper bounds. Fig. 5 shows their delay
and wiring area (equivalently, average wire width) comparisons
to running OWS engine in the TRIO package for wire length
range from 100 m to 2 cm. We can see that both delay and
average wire-width estimations are very accurate.

In terms of runtime, since we have the closed-form formula
for both delay and area estimations, the time complexity for our
model is constant. In fact, our estimation model is so fast that we
have to call the estimation procedure many times using a loop
to collect a measurable central processing unti (CPU) time. The
CPU time to run the estimation model 10 000 times (or equiv-
alently, to estimate 10 000 nets) is just 0.8 s on a SUN Ultra-
SPARC 1. However, using the efficient local refinement based
OWS algorithm in TRIO foronenet will take about 1 s. There-
fore, our estimation model is an order of faster. Note that

Fig. 6. Delay (T ) and wiring area(A ) estimation model under
SDWS optimization.

this does not mean TRIO or other interconnect optimization al-
gorithms are no longer needed. Our estimation model only pro-
vides the estimations of optimal delay and area for high level
synthesis and design planning (e.g., to screen out floorplanning
candidates that cannot meet timing target even considering in-
terconnect optimization), butnot the OWS solution itself. TRIO
or other interconnect optimization algorithms are still needed to
obtain thefinal optimal interconnect layout.

B. IPEM for SDWS on Two-Pin Nets

This section presents the two-pin interconnect estimation
model under SDWS, which sizes both wire and driver [13].
To obtain an accurate delay/area estimation, we will make use
of the accurate OWS delay/area estimation model in (2) and
(5). In our problem formulation, the input stage is fixed
and the driver will be optimally sized to achieve the best
performance from available driver set. Denote and
to be the effective resistance of and and to be the
input capacitance of . Suppose the size of driver is of
minimum gate. From the switch-level device model, we have

and . Then, the overall delay from the
input of to (Fig. 1) to be minimized is

(6)

Note that the input stage delay is included for
overall delay minimization, but not in the current-stage delay
estimation. Substituting the delay formula of from (2) and
calculating the optimal driver size from available driver set
(to be explained soon), we can obtain the following delay and
wiring area estimation models under optimal SDWS:

(7)

(8)

The SDWS estimation modeling procedure is outlined in
Fig. 6. To compute , we first set and
compute its root . It can be solved efficiently by the bisection
method [43]. Let be the initial range that lies in and
be the error tolerance for . The bisection method basically
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Fig. 7. Comparison of our delay estimation model with TRIO for SDWS under
0.18-�m technology, withG andC of 10� min gate. Maximum driver for
TRIO is set to be200� min gate.

cuts the root search range by half at each iteration. So the
number of iterations will be . In practice,
(determined by the maximum driver size) and (minimum
driver size), so ten or fewer iterations are usually sufficient for
the root finding. Therefore, can be computed in constant
time. Then, we project to the set of available drivers to
obtain .

Fig. 7 compares the delay from our estimation model and the
optimal delay from running TRIO package under SDWS using
the 0.18- m technology. The SDWS algorithm in TRIO is based
on that in [13]. Our delay estimation model again matches TRIO
very well, with over 90% accuracy on average.

C. IPEM for BISWS on Two-Pin Nets

BISWS is a widely used interconnect optimization technique
for both delay and crosstalk reduction [8], [10]–[12]. Dynamic
programming based algorithms are usually used for BISWS
[10], [16]. However, they do not provide simple estimation of
the optimized BISWS behavior.2 In this section, we will derive
effective estimation models for BISWS. We first introduce
the concept ofcritical length for buffer insertion under OWS
and give an analytical equation that characterizes it. Then, we
derive IPEMs for BIWS (no buffer sizing) and for BISWS.

1) Critical Length for Buffer Insertion Under OWS:We first
compute the longest length that a wire can run without the ben-
efit from buffer insertion. Let denote the
delay by inserting a buffer at the position of from the source

. Then

(9)

is the delay after inserting the buffer. Note that OWS is applied
into the two wire segments separated by the bufferwith in-
trinsic delay of , input capacitance of , and output resis-
tance of .

We can find the that minimizes by get-
ting the root of under denoted as

2When buffer insertion (with only one buffer size) is used alone for a uniform-
width wire, closed-form formulae for delay were derived in [11], [44].

Fig. 8. Procedure to compute critical length for buffer insertion.

, which by itself is a function of driver resistance,
length, and loading capacitance. Then, it is beneficial to insert
such a buffer if and only if the resulting delay is smaller than the
OWS delay, i.e.,

(10)

We define thecritical lengthfor inserting buffer to be the min-
imum that satisfies (10) and denote it as .

Clearly, when the wire length is small, OWS will achieve
the best delay; whereas when the interconnect is long enough,
the buffer insertion becomes beneficial. Thus, the root for

(11)

denoted as gives the critical length for buffer insertion, i.e.,
. Similar to SDWS, we use a very fast binary

search to obtain the root for . It is outlined in Fig. 8. Note
that we need a two-level binary search forand . Let
be the initial range and the error tolerance forand be
the initial range and the error tolerance for. Then, the root for

can be computed in iterations. For each, we
need another binary search for , which takes
steps. In practice, cm, m, , and

are usually sufficient for our estimation purpose,
which leads to at most steps for
computing .

In a recent work by [45], critical length concept was also in-
troduced, but for auniform-widthwire. An interesting obser-
vation from [45] is that is independent of buffer size for a
uniform-width wire. However, this is not the case for our
where OWS is performed. As a comparison, Table II shows the
critical length comparison from the formula in [45] under min-
imum wire width and from our formula with OWS, using some
typical buffer sizes from to min gate. The driver and
receiver are set to be the same size as the buffer.

From Table II, it is interesting to observe the following.

1) In contrast to [45], our with OWS is no longer inde-
pendent of buffer sizes. It tends to increase as buffer size
gets larger. For example, in the 0.25-m technology,
for buffer is 8.65 mm, more than double of that for

buffer (which is only 4.12 mm). Moreover, our
with OWS is usually larger than that from [45] without
consideration of OWS.
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TABLE II
CRITICAL LENGTH l (IN mm) FOR BUFFERINSERTION

TABLE III
LOGIC VOLUME (UNIT: 10 ) COMPARISON

2) In general, decreases as technology further advances.
It implies more and more buffers are needed for future
generation DSM circuit designs.

3) Although decreases as feature size scales down, this
does not mean less logic cells can be reached by. To
illustate it, we define thelogic volumeto be the number of
two-input minimumNAND gates that can be packed in the
region spanned by , i.e., .
In Table III, we show the logic volume under different
technology generations and driver/buffer sizes. The area
estimation of a two-input minimumNAND gate
is listed at the last row, which assumes that the spacing
between adjacent gates is feature size, and the island
spacing between -well and -well is feature size.
It can be seen that the logic volume indeed increases as
the device feature gets smaller, although the critical length

becomes smaller. For an example of driver/buffer
of minimum size, as technology advances from
0.25- m to to 0.07- m, more gates (i.e., functionality)
can be packed within the critical length (from 1.79 mil-
lion to almost 6 million).

2) BIWS: In this section, we derive the delay estimation
model under optimal BIWS. We assume that all the buffers
are of the same given size (buffer sizing is considered in
Section III-C3). Denote . From the
definition of the critical length, it is obvious that if , no
buffer is needed and OWS alone achieves the best delay. For

, one or more buffers shall be inserted. In the case of
only one buffer is inserted, we can compute the best insertion
position and then the optimal delay will be

from (9). In the following, we will focus
on the buffer insertion case with two or more buffers.

Lemma 3: For an optimal BIWS solution, the distance be-
tween adjacent buffers is equal.

Proof: We only need to prove that for any internal buffer
(i.e., neither the first or the last), it should be inserted in the

middle position of its two neighboring buffers. Since all buffers

Fig. 9. Simultaneous BIWS optimization.

are of the same size, we only need to minimize the sum of two
OWS delays before and after the inserted buffer. According to
Theorem 1, is a convex function of. Then, from the def-
inition of the convex function (i.e.,

), we have

(12)

So the best location for the bufferwill be , i.e., the
buffers will be equally spaced.

Remark: In [8] and [45], buffer insertion was performed at
equal spacing for an interconnect with uniform wire width. It
was stated that the number of buffers and also the delay are
linear functions of the interconnect length. The justification of
such a conclusion was recently presented in [11]. However, none
of [8], [11], or [45] performed OWS while doing buffer inser-
tion. From our proof above, it is clear that as long as the wire
segment delay is a convex function of, which is the case for
both uniform width wire and optimally sized wire, we should
insert buffers at equal spacing.

Based on Lemma 3, we only need to determine the following
values for the optimal BIWS solution (with two or more buffers
inserted, see Fig. 9): 1), the optimal distance from the source
to the first buffer; 2) , the optimal distance between adjacent
buffers; and 3) , the optimal distance from the last buffer to
the sink. Note that OWS is performed for each wire segment. In
the following, we will show how to estimate, , and .

Let , i.e., the critical length for the first
buffer with driver resistance and loading capacitance ,
and similarly for internal buffers and

for the last buffer. Then, we can obtain
the following properties for , and .

Lemma 4: For an optimal BIWS solution with two or more
buffers inserted, and .

Proof: By the contradiction method. If , i.e.,
the second buffer is located within the rangefrom the source,
then the first buffer shall not be inserted at the beginning, which
leads to contradiction. Similar proof for .

Theorem 2: For an optimal BIWS solution with two
or more buffers inserted, let
and (see Section III-C1 for
the definition of function). Then, we have: 1)

; 2) ; and 3)
.

Proof: First, according to the definition of the critical
length for buffer insertion, we have . From
Lemma 4, the second buffer must be located at leastfrom
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Fig. 10. Delay(T ) and wiring area(A ) estimation model for optimal BIWS.

the driver. Since for an optimal BIWS solution, any buffer is in
their local optimal position, then the first buffer must be at least

from the driver, i.e., . Again from Lemma 4,
we also have . Thus, we prove that

. Similarly, we can prove the
inequality for .

Theorem 2 gives the lower and upper bounds for the optimal
buffer insertion lengths , , and . The procedure to estimate
the optimal BIWS delay and area is outlined in
Fig. 10. At step 1, it computes the critical lengths for insertion
of buffer under four different driver resistance and loading ca-
pacitance combinations, i.e., , , and

, denoted to be , , , and , respectively. Min-
imal necessary buffers are inserted for performance optimiza-
tion. So, when , no buffer is inserted
and it degenerates to the OWS optimization. One buffer is in-
serted when . In the situation when two or
more buffers are needed, we first compute the ranges forand

based on Theorem 2, then search for the best combination for
them. Since the optimal BIWS delay is not sensitive to fairly
large region near its optimal position [46], an optimal
pair can be obtained by a simple linear search with a coarse gran-
ularity (e.g., five by five).

For a wire length significantly larger than all critical lengths,
i.e., , we will have asymptotically ,

, , and . Thus,
we have the following linear delay model versus length after
optimal BIWS:

(13)

where and are some technology dependent constants [see
[26], eq. (9)].3

Since the critical length for buffer insertion can be computed
in constant time, our estimation model under BIWS again takes
only constant time. Fig. 11 shows the comparison of our model
with TRIO. Again, our delay estimation closely matches that

3Note that in [26], the driver is assumed to be of the same size as the buffer.
However, such assumption is taken out in this paper and, thus, the model in
Fig. 10 is more general and accurate than that in [26].

Fig. 11. Comparison of optimized delay from IPEM with TRIO under BIWS
using 0.18-�m technology.G andC are from10� minimum gate size.
Buffer size is100� min.

from TRIO. It also verifies the asymptotic linear relationship in
(13).

3) BISWS: The BISWS optimization also allows buffer
sizing to further reduce delay for global interconnects. We
observe from extensive TRIO experiments that a similar linear
relationship between delay and length still holds for BISWS.
Moreover, we observe that the internal buffers have about
the same size and the adjacent buffers have about the same
distance, mainly due to the internal symmetric structure. Thus,
the delay under BISWS can be estimated from the best BIWS
solution

(14)

where is the available buffer library and is the best
delay from BIWS using buffer. In [47], the closed-form op-
timal BISWS solutionwithout fringing capacitancewas de-
rived. The work in [47], as a special case of our BISWS, con-
firms our observation of asymptotic linear model using BISWS.
The time complexity of the model is . Since is usu-
ally no more than 20, the BISWS model can also be considered
to run in constant time for practical purpose. The results from
the estimation model and from running BISWS algorithm in
TRIO package are shown in Fig. 12. The estimation model again
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Fig. 12. Comparison of BISWS estimation model with TRIO using 0.18-�m
technology.G andC are from10�min. To run TRIO, 20 buffer choices are
used with sizes from min to400�min.

achieves about 90% accuracy. In terms of runtime, our model
is again extremely fast. The CPU time to run the model for
10 000 nets is just 8 s. However, using the bottom-up dynamic
programming approach based BISWS in TRIO foronenet will
take about 14 s using ten different wire and buffer choices with
wire segmentations in every 500m. So, our estimation model
is again an order of times faster.

IV. IPEM FOR MULTIPLE-PIN NETS

So far, we have focused on the IPEM for two-pin nets, which
on one hand, are the majority nets in a design and on the other
hand, will serve as a basis for developing IPEM for multiple
pin nets. The interconnect estimation problem for multiple-pin
nets with tree topology is formulated in Section II-B. We aim
to estimate the following two performance-driven design ob-
jectives by interconnect optimization: 1) minimizing delay to
a single critical sink (SCS); and 2) minimizing maximum delay
to MCSs.

For multiple-pin net estimation, the problem is much more
difficult than that for two-pin nets because: 1) there are no
closed-form wire-shaping functions like those for two-pin nets
[3], [5], [39], [41]; and 2) all current interconnect optimization
algorithms (e.g., TRIO) rely on iterative methods such as
local/bound refinement and dynamic programming, which
provides no intuition for simple closed-form like estimation.
To overcome these difficulties, the key idea of our approach is
to transform the multiple-pin net estimation problem into one
or several two-pin net estimation problems and then employ
the results from Section III.

A. IPEM for SCS

In this section, we study interconnect delay and area estima-
tion under SCS formulation with consideration of two intercon-
nect optimization techniques: OWS and BISWS.

1) OWS for SCS:For delay minimization to an SCS ,
OWS will only size wire segments along the critical path (i.e.,
the path from to ) and use the minimum width for all other
wire segments not on the critical path so that the wire load from
noncritical sinks is minimum. Since the wire load at each branch
from the critical path can be precomputed before performing
OWS, we can transform the original OWS problem with tree

Fig. 13. (a) Transformation for a general routing tree to (b) an SLML problem
for an SCSS and then (c) to an SLDL problem.l + l + � � � + l = l is
the wire length from driver to the critical sinkS . C andC are weighted
summation ofC ; . . . ; C given by Theorem 3.

topology into an equivalent single-line-multiple-load (SLML)
problem, as shown in Fig. 13, from (a) to (b). In the figure,
is the effective resistance of the driver, and is the SCS. At
each branchon the critical path, is the total effective down-
stream capacitance (excluding that from the critical path).

In [48], it was shown that a simple wire sizing scheme that
uses the best single width (denoted as 1WS ) can approximate
the delay and area of OWS with many wire-width selections
reasonably well. So, we will first start with a single-width
sizing. Under single-width sizing, we can reduce the mul-
tiple-pin problem into a much simpler two-pin problem as
shown in Fig. 13(c). The transformation is formally described
by the following theorem.

Theorem 3: In terms of the Elmore delay from the source
to the single-critical sink , the multiple-pin problem in
Fig. 13(b) is equivalent to the two-pin problem in Fig. 13(c) for
any wire width , where in Fig. 13(c)

(15)

(16)

Proof: The Elmore delay of Fig. 13(b) can be written as
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(17)

Therefore, it is equivalent to the Elmore delay in Fig. 13(c).
Intuitively, Theorem 3 transforms the original multiple-pin

problem in Fig. 13(b) to a two-pin problem by redistributing
each internal loading capacitanceinto two parts. One part of

goes to at the sink based on the ratio of ’s upstream
wire resistance to total resistance on the critical path. The other
part of goes to at the source to preserve the constant term

. Note that Theorem 3 holds for any wire width. From
(17), we can compute the best single-width that minimizes
the Elmore delay for (17)

(18)

The optimal Elmore delay for Fig. 13(b) or (c) using is the
same, i.e.,

(19)

As mentioned earlier, we have observed in [48] that the delay
using the single best width is a reasonable estimation for

for the two-pin case [see Fig. 13(c)], since is usually
between 0.8 to 0.95 times . This is also the case for the
multiple-pin case of Fig. 13(b). Then, we can then use for
Fig. 13(c) to estimate the optimal OWS delay for Fig. 13(b)
with, at most, % error.4 Note that in
practice, the estimation error is usually much smaller than the
maximum error because OWS for both two- and multiple-pin
cases will reduce the delay in a similar manner.

for Fig. 13(c) is available from the delay estimation
of two-pin nets in (2). Using (2) and taking the constant term

4This estimation is especially robust when wire length is shorter than thecrit-
ical lengthfor buffer insertion, where uniform wire sizing has comparable delay
to that by OWS [28].

Fig. 14. Delay and area estimation for SCS with OWS.

into consideration, we have the following delay estima-
tion model for the critical path of a multiple-pin net using OWS
optimization:

(20)

The wiring area estimation for thecritical path5 can be ob-
tained using the same formula as for a two-pin net, i.e.,

(21)

Fig. 14 summarizes the delay and area estimation procedure
for an SCS using OWS. To demonstrate its effectiveness, we
apply it to some randomly generated nets with one, two, four,
or eight branches using typical parameter ranges (from 1 to
10 mm, from 50 to 1000 , from 10 to 100 fF). Fig. 15
shows the scatter diagrams of the delay and the average width
comparisons by our model and by running the OWS algorithm in
TRIO package. We can see that both the delay and the area (i.e.,
average wire width) estimations from our model match those
from TRIO very well (i.e., close to the line). The average
and maximum errors are 9.3% and 15.4% for delay estimation,
and 4.5% and 19.9% for area estimation, respectively.

2) BISWS for SCS:Optimizing SCS delay using BISWS can
be formulated as a special case of the SLML problem by in-
serting minimum buffer at every branch on the critical path
(from source to the critical sink) to shield all the downstream
interconnect and device capacitances, as shown in Fig. 16. For
DSM designs, the input capacitance of a minimum-sized buffer
is very small, just about the wire capacitance of 1 or 2m (see
Table I). So it can just be ignored during delay estimation. Then,
our delay estimation model for two-pin nets as in (14) directly
applies to the optimized BISWS delay estimation to the critical
sink. Note that although simple, this estimation model is useful
to estimate the best possible delay toany sink using BISWS,
and to evaluate and screen out floorplanning and placement can-
didates. Due to its simplicity, we do not include experimental
results here, since they are essentially the same as those for
two-pin nets.

B. IPEM for MCSs

In this section, we study interconnect delay estimation for
MCSs under the optimization objective of minimizing the max-
imum delay of all critical sinks (i.e., thetree delayfollowing

5For those wires on the noncritical path, the minimum wire width is used to
minimize the wire load to the critical path.
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Fig. 15. Scatter diagrams of (a) delay and (b) average width comparison of our
model with TRIO using 0.18-�m technology. TRIO uses 20 discrete wire-width
choices with maximum width of20 �W and wire segmentation of every
10 �m.

the definition in [2]). To minimize the tree delay, [2] formulated
it into a convex optimization problem and developed a sensi-
tivity-based algorithm to solve it. The tree delay minimization
can also be solved using the weighted delay formulation through
Lagrangian relaxation [38] or it can be solved directly through
bottom-up dynamic programming [16], [17]. In this paper, we
use the dynamic programming approach [17] implemented in
TRIO package for the comparison with our estimation models.

1) OWS for MCS:Given a routing tree connecting MCSs,
we have the following definitions.

Definition 1: An internal critical sink is a critical sink that
is on the path from the source to another critical sink.

Definition 2: A leaf critical sink is a sink that is not on a
path from the source to all other critical sinks.

The estimation for the optimal tree delay (i.e., the minimized
maximum delay of all critical sinks) with MCS is much more
difficult than the delay estimation with SCS because when we
optimize the delay for one critical sink, it may affect all other
critical sinks as well. That is why all optimization algorithms in
[2], [16], [17], and [38] used iterative-based approaches. How-
ever, we notice that there are some simple, but very useful char-
acteristics for the optimal tree delay. First, under the Elmore
delay model, it can be easily shown that

Lemma 5: The critical sink that has the maximum delay from
the source must be a leaf critical sink.

Fig. 16. To estimate the best delay from the source to the sinkS , we insert
the mininum buffer at every branch on the critical path from source to sinkS
to shield the downstream capacitance at each branch.

Fig. 17. Delay estimation for the optimal tree delay using OWS.

Fig. 18. Comparison of our model with TRIO for optimal tree delay using
OWS under the 0.18-�m technology.R = 180 
; C = 10 fF. Length from
source to the maximum delay sink ranges from 1–20 mm. TRIO uses ten discrete
wire-width choices with maximum width of20�W and wire segmentation
in every 500�m.

Now, suppose we have already performed OWS to a net min-
imizing the tree delay, then the pin-to-pin delay from source to
any sink must be larger than that by making to be the
singlecritical sink, and all other sinks to be noncritical (i.e., the
SCS formulation). Since the tree delay is defined to be the max-
imum delay of all source-to-sink delays, we have the following
theorem.

Theorem 4: The optimal delay to any critical sink under the
SCS formulation is a lower bound for the optimal tree delay.

From Theorem 4, we can obtain a tight lower bound by taking
the maximum delay for all leaf critical sinks under the SCS for-
mulation and use it to estimate the optimal tree delay, as shown
in Fig. 17.

Our experiments show that this lower bound delay estimation
is indeed fairly tight and we can just use to estimate the
optimal tree delay. The explanation is as follows. Since our ob-
jective is to minimize the maximum delay, i.eq., the delay to the
most critical sink, we shall keep the wire load from less critical
sinks as small as possible (but may not be too small; otherwise,
they may become the most critical sink). To the most critical
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF THE INTERCONNECTPERFORMANCEESTIMATION MODELS UNDERDIFFERENTSCENARIOS

Fig. 19. Comparison of our model with TRIO for optimal tree delay using
BISWS under the 0.18-�m technology.R = r =10; C = 10c . TRIO
uses ten discrete wire-width choices with maximum width being20�W ,
ten buffer choices with maximum buffer size being400� min, and wire
segmentation in every 500�m.

sink, the main difference between our model and the real op-
timal solution is that the former uses the minimum wire width
to compute the wire load while the latter usesas small as pos-
siblewidths to compute the wire load for noncritical paths. For
DSM designs, the area capacitance is usually dominated by ef-
fective-fringing capacitance [20]. Therefore, the two wire loads
and then the resultingoptimizeddelays to themost criticalsink
do not differ significantly. Fig. 18 shows the delay comparison
of our model and TRIO for some random four-pin nets using
typical parameters from the 0.18-m technology. Again, our
delay estimations match those from TRIO well. Note that for
some lengths (e.g., m), our model has slightly larger
delay than that from TRIO. This is because our delay estima-
tion model in (2) tends to have slightly more conservative delay
estimation (see Figs. 5 and 15).

2) BISWS for MCS:Similar to OWS, we find that the op-
timal tree delay under BISWS can be estimated by a tight lower
bound delay from the leaf critical sink that has the maximum
delay under the SCS formulation. That is to say we just need
to evaluate a small number (i.e., the number of leaf critical
sinks) of SCS configurations and then use the result from Sec-
tion IV-A2 to estimate the optimal tree delay. Fig. 19 shows
the comparison of our model and the BISWS algorithm TRIO.
Again, our simple model gives accurate estimation for the op-
timal tree delay.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has developed a set of IPEMs (with closed-form
formulae or simple computational procedures) under various in-
terconnect optimization techniques such as OWS, SDWS, and

BISWS for both local wires (without buffer insertion) and global
wires (with buffer insertion/sizing). Both two- and multiple-pin
scenarios are studied. The models are summarized in Table IV
for ease of reference. For multiple-pin nets, we only presented
the models for OWS and BISWS in detail. For SDWS, one can
easily use the OWS models and combine them with the optimal
driver sizing in Fig. 6 to solve it.

Our estimation models are shown to be very accurate and ex-
tremely efficient (constant time in practice) compared with run-
ning complex interconnect optimization algorithms (e.g., those
from TRIO package) directly. In addition, they can be easily em-
bedded and coded into any synthesis engine and design planning
tool. The IPEMs obtained in this paper have been integrated into
a software package IPEM [29]. We expect that these delay esti-
mation models can be used in a wide spectrum of applications,
listed, but not limited, as follows.

1) Timing-driven placement and floorplanning:during the
placement or floorplanning, our models can be used to
accurately predict the behavior of theoptimizedglobal
interconnects.

2) Placement-driven synthesis and mapping:a companion
placement may be kept during synthesis and technology
mapping [49]. For every logic synthesis operation, the
companion placement will be updated. Once the cell posi-
tions are known, our models can be used to accurately pre-
dict interconnect performance for the synthesis engine.

3) Interconnect process parameter optimization:intercon-
nect parameters (such as metal aspect ratio, wire width,
and wire spacing) may be tuned to optimize the delays
predicted by our models for global, average, and local in-
terconnects under certain wire-length distributions, using
different interconnect optimization techniques.

4) Interconnect planning:our models can also be used to
evaluate different optimization alternatives and to plan
routing and silicon resources beforehand for interconnect
layout optimizations.

Our IPEMs have been successfully used in interconnect
architecture planning [28], buffer block planning for in-
terconnect-driven floorplanning [46], and MARCO GSRC
technology extrapolation system (GTX) [50]. We plan to apply
them throughout an interconnect-centric design flow [51] to
achieve better design convergence in the future.
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